
Lecture 1&2 

The questions in the lectures is aimed to provide you some related and important concepts of this course and 
the answers are given below. 

1. What does ANOVA/ANCOVA stand for?  (you have learned ANOVA from 2nd year) 

ANOVA is analysis of variance. ANCOVA is analysis of covariance. ANOVA applies when x (covariates) are 
categorical. ANCOVA applies when some x are continuous (like the usual regression model) but some are 
categorical and the model is a combination of these two, say  

y = a + b_i + c x + e     (i denotes different categorical classes) 

2. Is   y = a + b x + c x^2 + e   a linear model?     (concept of linear model) 

The model is still a linear (polynomial) regression model as the coefficient c say still measures the linear effect 
of x^2 (you may call it z say and so it is now clearly linear) on y. There are nonlinear models in which the effect 
of x on y may change in different x ranges (threshold models) or follow some curves.   

3.  What does generalised linear model (GLM) generalise to? 

GLM is a honour course. Don't be scared by this. I just want to show the relationship of LM with GLM so that 
you know exactly what you are learning and you expect what you will learn further from other courses.  

In Q1, we talk about level of measurement for x. Here we talk about the level of measurement for y.  GLM 
generalises y from  real value  to (1) positive, (2) counts, and (3) categorical classes.  

In regression with real value y, the error term can be normal  (or  student t  or nonparametric with no distribution 
assumption  to reduce outlier effects for model robustness).  Now  y  can be  (1) variance (or life time) which is 
always positive, you should consider positive distributions such as  chi-square and gamma say; (2) counts: 
Poissson or binomial (if the count is not more than  n)  (3) categorical classes: multinominal (3 or more classes) 
or bernoulli (2 classes).  

Sometimes, we may alter the mean function from additive    y = a + b x + c x^2 + e   

to multiplicative (avoid details here)   y=exp(a + b x + c x^2)e   to ensure a positive mean exp(a + b x + c x^2) and 
positive data exp(a + b x + c x^2)e.   

Other concepts: 

1. Experimental design and Observational study 

Experimental design allows some manipulation of experimental condition to achieve more meaningful comparison of 
treatments, often with control (with placebo or double blind). Observational study has no treatment and control groups. 

2. Fixed effects and random effects 

Parameters a,b,c  in y = a + b x + c x^2 + e   are fixed effect as they are treated as fixed but unknown and to be 
estimated. If parameters are stochastic and follow certain distribution, they are random. This random effect 
concept is similar to Bayesian inference (not in this course) in which every parameter is random and follows a 
prior distribution. The model containing both fixed parameters and random effect parameters are mixed model 
(in this course). 

  



Lecture 3 

LM – linear model;   LMM – linear mixed model;   GLM – generalised linear model;    
GAM – generalised additive model 

Revision question of Lecture 1&2 

Q1: If Y is continuous and x is categorical, which model should be used?   

ANS: ANOVA (yes, it is included in this course). 

Q2: If Y is categorical and x is continuous, which model should be used?   

ANS: GLM: logistic regression for 2 classes; multinominal regression for 3 or more classes (GLM not in this 
course). 

Q3: What does ``Linear” refer to? x or Y variable?   

ANS: Y if it is relative to GLM (generalised linear model) and x if it is relative to non-linear model for the mean 
function 

Y= a1+b1x if x < c 
  = a2+b2x if x >= c.   

We consider LM only, not GLM and not non-linear model in this course.  

                                

      Piecewise linear, change-point or threshold model                    Additive model (not linear anymore) 

Q4: Are the terms in the mean function always adding up?   

ANS: No. There are multiplicative models (not in this course). 

  



Lecture 4 

Revision questions of Lecture 3 

1. Why is capital letter used for Y but not x?  

ANS: Y is a random variable that takes different values (follow a distribution) but x is often assumed fixed. There 
are also measurement error model in which x is not fixed but follow certain distribution because x can also differ 
in repeated measurements due to measurement error. 

Parameter b0 and b1 are also fixed but unknown parameters in the regression model:   Y = b0 + b1*x + e.  
We have var(Y) = var(e) = σ2.  

2. Which, x or Y, is an independent variable?  

ANS: x is an independent variable because its levels can be set independently in an experiment.  

3. For the A1-A4, what if each assumption fails? 

For A1: E(ei) ≠ 0, move this non-zero constant to b0. Otherwise, the two parameters of non-zero mean and b0 
can’t be uniquely identified. 

For A2: errors not independent, revise the mean function (say add more x or lag error for time series model; 
time series model is not in this course) to capture the dependency or model the variance-covariance matrix (not 
in this course; we assume covariance to be zero in this course).  

For A3: model the non-constant variance 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖2 (GARCH model in time series; not in this course).  

For A4: non-normal error distribution. Consider log transformation as in the example or other distribution 
choices, say student-t (not in this course) if there are outliers. 

4. The ML and LS for b0 and b1 are the same. How about σ2? 

ANS: No. For LS: s2=RSS/(n-p),  unbiased;    For ML:  s2=RSS/n,   biased but asymptotically unbiased 

5. Which method, LS or ML, is called nonparametric method? Why? 

ANS: LS because the objective function to be optimised does not use the density function of a distribution 
which means that it does not assume a distribution. It only assumes a certain mean function. 

5. Why do the b0 and b1 estimates follow certain distributions? 

ANS: Because of the variability for different sample taken. Both estimates of b0 and b1 are unbiased so that 
their expected values equal to the true parameters. Note: 
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So it is reasonable to see Var(b0) increases with residual variance 𝜎𝜎2 and the average level of x2 in ∑𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖2 /𝑛𝑛  and 
decreases with the variability in x, 𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥. Higher 𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 gives more information about how x affects y. 

RSS (SSR) in picture: we want to minimise the sum of these squares. 



 

Proof of LSE: Note that this proof is not required for mainstream students (not sure for advanced students, 
please ask Munir.) but is just for your reference. 

Revision note: 

1. The residual plots in P.4 and 5 meant to show us some possible patterns such as U-shape trend and 
oscillating trend for plots 2 and 3.  Also the sd σ2 is not constant: it is much lower in the second half for plot 2 
and increases for plot 3. 

2. The QQ plot 1-19 in P.7 are simulated with normal residuals but still we do not see any perfect straight lines, 
say plot 17 has a rather big outlier. So if we compare plot 20 which is the actual QQ plot for the data with plot 
1-19, we can say they are quite similar and so we can safely conclude that the data should be normal. 

3. Note the difference between confidence interval (CI) for the mean μ|x0 and an observation Y0|x0.  Clearly 
the variability for a predicted observation is larger than the predicted mean and the difference is the σ2.  


